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This keynote lecture was run by Dr. Charus Suwanwela. He said that medical

technology is a broad field where innovation plays a crucial role in sustaining

health. The field of medical laboratory was developed continuously, starting from

18th century which is the diagnosis system run on the symptoms and the history

of the patients. Until 19th century, the physical sign of disease was used to

predict the disease before the symptom appearance at the middle or late stage.

In 1910, the basis of chemical medicine is another field developing for effective

laboratory diagnosis. Several disease or abnormality were detected by the

changing of chemical factors of clinical samples such as blood, urine etc. With

the high sensitivity of these factors, they are very essential and be able to detect

even at the early stage of disease. Advancements in medical technology have

allowed physicians to better diagnose and treat their patients since the beginning

of the professional practice of medicine. However,

it is of noted that each region has

their own genetic characteristics and

also each person

has their own life-style

so this is another challenging

for laboratory-clinical application.

Role of Medical Technologists in Health System

Highlight topic from 1st day of meeting
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Highlight topic from 1st day of meeting

English for medical service

This session presented by

Mr. Adam Bradshaw. The speaker

taught and presented some tricks

to speak English clearly and

effectively such as how to

pronounce the difficult sound,

especially “sh”, “ch” and “v”.

Moreover, he also cheer up Thai

people to practise English and did

not be shine to speak with

foreigner or native speakers. The

more you practice, the better and

more effective communication

and speaking you will get.
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Conference: Chill Out !!

…Rung-Chat walking street…

Relaxing place after meeting

ENJOY
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